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After the cannons fell silent and peace descended upon
the battlefields of the War Between the States, there
came an infamous chapter of American History called
"Reconstruction". From this era, this abyss of human
misery and despair, there arose like the morning Sun the
Ku Klux Klan. The KKK movement provided for people of
the South the leadership and rallying point to begin their
arduous struggle to regain their lost dignity and indeed,
the values of western civilization.
The glorious ride of the Ku Klux Klan of the
Reconstruction era is immortalized by its achievements.
No misrepresentations by prejudiced historians or by the
aliens who control America's mass media can dim the
luster of its deeds, or rob it of its rightful place in history
as the savior of the White South and thereby, the
preserver of the White Race for all of America.
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The Exalted Knights keeps alive the memory of the
original Klansmen and the principles and traditions for
which they risked their lives. However, the Klan today
does not exist just as a memorial to past accomplishments,
but as living instrument for the ideas of Western Christian
Civilization and the one element that makes them
possible: the White Race. Not a mere political association,
the Klan is indeed a BROTHERHOOD, a new White Racial
Community that actually LIVES and functions by the ideas
it promotes.
WHAT THE KLAN STANDS FOR:
1. The White Race: The irreplaceable hub of our Nation,
our Christian Faith, and the High levels of Western Culture
and technology.
2. America First: First before any foreign or alien
influence.
3. The Constitution: As originally written by our
forefathers.
4. Free Enterprise: Private property and ownership of
business, but an end to high finance exploitation.
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5. Positive Christianity: The right of every White Anglo
Saxon American to practice their faith, including prayers
in schools.

WHAT THE KLAN IS:
The Exalted Knights, Order of the Ku Klux Klan is a
fraternal and a patriotic movement promoting the ideas of
Western Christian Civilization. It is not merely a "social
association", but a dynamic crusading White movement of
World historical perspective seeking the establishment of
a new order upon the Earth.
It is a duly incorporated legally recognized institution,
working to rebuild our collapsing society on the basis of
these principles: Honor, Honesty, Duty, Courage,
Brotherhood and Patriotism.
The Klan is referred to as the Invisible Empire because it is
indeed a whole new community in itself. As the Ku Klux
Klan strives toward the ideas it wants for the nation
tomorrow, it lives by those ideas today. We are the
generation of tomorrow, TODAY.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME KU KLUX KLAN:
The name Ku Klux Klan comes from the Greek word
KUKLOS, meaning circle, wheel, or band. This name was
chosen because in it is contained some of the unique
characteristics of the White Race. The wheel is certainly
the best symbol of creativity: hence the creativity of the
White Race and the circle is the oldest symbol of unity.
KUKLOS thought about in this context simply means White
Racial Brotherhood. Ku Klux was simply taken from the
word KUKLOS and Klan was added.

THE KLAN SYMBOL:
The blood drop is the Klan symbol. It is composed of a
White Christian cross on a red circle background with four
"K's" superimposed around the cross. In the center of the
cross is a blood drop symbolizing the blood of Christ who
died for our sins.
Through the centuries no symbol has better represented
the White Race better than the blood drop of this Order.
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THE KLAN HOOD AND ROBE:
The Klan hood and robe has never been used by true
Klansmen for the purpose of wrongdoing. In many of the
old Christian rituals, the hood was worn as a symbol of
humility and of anonymity in doing good works.
This was the conception of the hood when the Klan was
ably headed by General Nathan Bedford Forrest, and this
is its true meaning for us in our Klan rituals--selfless
dedication to our God Yahweh, our Racial Nation, and our
entire movement. NON SILBA, SED ANTHAR: Not For Self
But For Others.
PREREQUISITES OF CITIZENSHIP IN THE INVISIBLE
EMPIRE:
The Exalted Knights, is not an "open membership"
organization. Only those who meet our qualifications
100% are allowed into our ranks.
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No person is allowed into this movement who hasn't
enough integrity to assume a real oath and keep it
inviolate.
No person is allowed into our ranks who cannot swear an
unqualified allegiance to our Nation.
No person is allowed into this movement who cannot
pledge themselves to the protection, preservation, and
advancement of the White Race.
No person is allowed in this movement who cannot
practice real brotherhood toward all of his fellow citizens.
Only White, non-Jewish citizens at least eighteen years
old, who pledge to dedicate their lives to Yahweh’s Sacred
and Holy Cause can enter the Invisible Empire.
The Exalted Knights is a strictly legal, law-abiding
organization, and every citizen is sworn to uphold the law
and the principles of justice, and that he will not conspire
with other, Klansmen or Alien to commit any illegal or
violent acts.
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The Exalted Knights, Order of the Ku Klux Klan concedes
the right of every citizen right to worship Yahweh as he or
she sees fit, and will not tolerate any denominational
dissention of any nature. All Klansmen, must at this
juncture in history unite and work together against our
common Marxist enemy, which would utterly destroy the
Aryan Race and our Christian faith.
ON THE RACE QUESTION:
The Exalted Knights, Order of the Ku Klux Klan does not
consider itself the enemy of any race. The only way other
races can develop their full potential and culture is
through racial separation.
The Klan will oppose further integration and its
manifestations including the high crime rate, racial
intermarriage, the destruction of our schools, lowering of
labor standards.
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WHY THE KU KLUX KLAN IS THE ONLY MOVEMENT THAT
CAN SAVE AMERICA:
Men and women today are drawn to our Cause every day
from all parts of the United States and from all corners of
the world. Always a few of them will ask, "okay", I believe
in what you're fighting, but why do you use that name ,
Ku Klux Klan, isn't there a name you could use that will give
you less tribulations?
What these people do not realize is that if we did not
stand up honestly and use the historical and true name of
our Movement, in all likelihood, they would never have
heard of us! The media masters can block anything out
from the American people in innocuous sounding 'rightwing movement', but they cannot black out a "movement"
that they themselves have represented as a dire threat to
"race-mixing." For years the media has used a
"misrepresented KKK" as a vehicle to arouse sympathy for
the Blacks.
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Today, many people have experienced the Negro Race
first-hand and have seen the savagery and animalism in
many of these people. White people simply will not buy
the "equality" propaganda anymore, and have begun to
doubt some of the anti-Klan hysteria that they have been
fed in school and from TV. and movies.
Once people understand that the KKK is simply a
movement of White people from the highest standards of
Western Christian Civilization, and that the KKK did WIN
its first struggle for our people in the Post-Civil War period,
they naturally turn to it as an answer to today’s crisis.
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